
Discover Banff and Lake Louise, the beating heart of the Canadian Rockies. 
SkiBig3, located within the protected boundaries of Banff National Park,
provides easy access to three authentic ski resorts and two vibrant towns. 

stories start here.
Summer 2022 | Winter 22/23



last of the

wild places.
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Set within the vast and powerful Canadian Rockies, nature here is overwhelming. It is wild and 

serene. Immense and intimate. It goes beyond a place that is simply experienced by visitors. It 

is a place that is lived, from the moment you arrive to the moment you leave, and remaining with 

you long after. This is what makes SkiBig3 an unforgettable destination, year round.



 1. banff sunshine

Banff Sunshine sits at 7,200 feet on the 

Continental Divide, located just 20 

minutes from Banff. With more than 

3,300 skiable acres, from the freeride 

terrain of Wild West and Delirium Dive 

to the gentle groomers off Strawberry 

Chair, there is something for everyone. 

The season stretches from early

November until late May – the longest 

non-glacial ski season in Canada.  
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2. lake louise

ski resort

Lake Louise Ski Resort is one of the 

largest ski resorts in North America, with 

over 4,200 acres of skiable terrain and 

spectacular views of mountains, glaciers, 

lakes and forests. Beginner, intermediate 

and expert trails accessed from almost 

every chair allows families and groups to 

ski or ride the resort together. Opened 

in 2020, Lake Louise Ski Resort’s West 

Bowl is one of the best freeride ski areas 

in North America, filled with 480 acres of 

chutes, glades, and playful powder.

 3. mt. norquay

Debuting in 1926, the first ski resort in 

the Canadian Rockies maintains its local 

vibe. Mt. Norquay is home to one of 

Canada’s largest and longest-running 

Snow School programs and is renowned 

as the training ground for Olympic and 

World Cup athletes. Minutes from Banff, 

aka “Banff’s Backyard”, this family-

friendly resort offers trails for all levels of 

skiers and riders. Head up the mountain 

for the only night skiing in the Banff and 

Lake Louise area for a unique evening 

out, including a fully lit terrain park.

the big3



Sneak away to

the Canadian Rockies

this summer.
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01. SUMMER

By now, the routine is all too familiar. You’ve been living it for two years. There’s an itch to see 

more, splurge, and spend time with friends and family. Your bucket list is overflowing. It’s time to 

sneak away and rediscover Canada this summer.  



 1. The “Hub” of

Mountain Adventure.

 2. explore more of banff

national park.

The SkiBig3 Adventure Hub, or “the Hub”, is your gateway to 

summer and winter adventure in Banff and Lake Louise.

Conveniently located in the heart of Banff, the SkiBig3

Adventure Hub is the first stop for any mountain adventure 

offering everything from rentals to hiking accessories.

Starting at “the Hub”, you can rent an e-bike or stand-up

paddleboard and see more of Banff National Park’s famous 

trails and scenic lakes. Plus, learn how you can grab a

sightseeing lift ticket to soar above wildflowers and grizzlies at 

Banff Sunshine, Lake Louise Ski Resort, and Mt. Norquay.

People flock to Canada’s first National Park for its unmatched, 

picture-perfect hikes (and for good reason) but you’ll need to 

pack more than hiking boots when visiting Banff National Park 

this summer. E-bikes and stand-up paddleboards are two new 

ways to see a fresh perspective of this well-known treasure.  

Did you know: You can bike 85km on a smooth, paved bike 

trail from Canmore to Lake Louise Ski Resort along the legacy 

trail and Bow Valley Parkway?  

Did you know: The Banff has three panoramic stand-up

paddleboard put-ins within a 15-minute drive from downtown?
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 3. Breathe in (deep).  1. EXPLORE MORE OF BANFF NATION-

AL PARK
There’s something therapeutic about mountain air. Maybe it’s 

the perspective gained by comparing the size of one’s

problems to the magnitude of the mountain peaks. Maybe it’s 

the connection felt for the lodgepole pines after consuming 

their recycled carbon. Maybe it’s letting scenic landscapes 

move you to feel bigger than you‘ve felt in a long time. 

Whatever you seek, scenic chairlift rides at Banff and Lake 

Louise’s “Big3” take you to the top of Banff National Park’s 

most iconic peaks. There, you’ll find plenty of room to breathe. 

Did you know: Lake Louise Ski Resort is located on a wildlife 

corridor. Their scenic chairlift rides over active grizzly habitat.   

Did you know: Mt. Norquay’s Cliff House Bistro, located at 

2100m (6900ft) at the top of their scenic chairlift, has been 

Banff’s best lunch spot since the 1950s.  
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 4. sustainable summer

travel, made simple. 
 1. EXPLORE MORE OF BANFF NATION-

AL PARK

Where you spend your money matters. So why not spend 

your hard-earned vacation bucks on a guilt-free, eco-friendly 

getaway where the community cares about the environment 

just as much as you do? 

Banff is becoming a model for how a modern mountain town 

can live in harmony with the natural world. A robust public 

transportation network from Calgary to Lake Louise means 

you can explore the park car-free. Plus, Banff’s “Zero Waste 

Trail” is helping local businesses and restaurants divert waste 

from landfills. It’s easy to eat, shop, and explore sustainably in 

Banff National Park this summer. 

Did you know: The Town of Banff recently changed the

town-wide speed limit to 30km/hr to encourage safe and

accessible biking.  
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MORe ReASONS tO 

tRAVel tO CANADA’S 

WIlD tHIS WINteR.
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02. WINTER

The world is changing and so is the ski industry. More beginners are entering the sport, 

sustainability is becoming paramount, and travellers are seeking out winter vacations that offer 

knee-deep powder as well as personal growth. Travellers aren’t just looking for a destination to 

ski and sip mulled wine, they’re looking for adventure, healing, one-of-a-kind experiences and 

space to gather with the ones they love most.   
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 welcome to winter 22/23  1. EXPLORE MORE OF BANFF NATION-

AL PARK

This winter, SkiBig3 is excited to welcome back the world to 

Banff and Lake Louise’s crown jewels – Banff Sunshine, Lake 

Louise Ski Resort, and Mt. Norquay. More than 8000 acres of 

skiable terrain nestled amongst two of the Canadian Rockies’ 

most vibrant mountain towns.

Located within the protected boundaries of Banff National 

Park (yet only 90-minutes from Calgary International Airport) 

Canada’s wild is a place that only feels a million miles away.   
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 1. Where “bucket-list travel” 

was born.

 2. Get outside to go inside.

Ice-skate on the famous Lake Louise, stay in the “Canadian 

Castle”, ski in two provinces at once, eat sushi at a ski resort, 

have tea at 2100m (6900ft), drive a dog sled, walk down a 

natural canyon dripping with ice, meet an Elk crossing main 

street, sip cocktails at an ice bar...for bucket-list travellers, 

Banff and Lake Louise will keep you busy (for a while).

Did you know: Banff National Park boasts 1600km of hiking 

trails. You could walk all the way to San Francisco before you 

explored all of them!

It’s no surprise that the pandemic forced many people to 

pause, reflect, and reorient their internal world. This has led 

to a boom in wellness travel, now estimated at $639 billion, 

according to the Global Wellness Institute. Not to mention, 

an 150% increase in searches for “National Parks” in 2021 vs. 

2019, according to Pinterest. Travellers are searching for trips 

in which they can find healing or personal development, 

specifically in nature. In Banff and Lake Louise, you don’t have 

to travel far to find stillness, whether that’s between the 

larches in Lake Louise’s back bowls or walking among the 

aspens while Forest Bathing alongside a local guide.

Global Wellness Economy Monitor, Health & Wellbeing Global Wellness

Institute, 2018 

New Travel Audiences, Pinterest, 2021
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 3. Nature powered

by Nature.

 

At SkiBig3, we’re in the business of keeping winters cold. To 

do that, all three resorts are making sustainable mountain 

operations a top priority to help combat climate change.  

At Banff Sunshine, a well-tuned “snow-farming” operation 

catches and redistributes natural snowdrifts, eliminating the 

need for energy-intensive snow-making while a solar panel 

upgrade (the largest solar panel system in the Town of Banff) 

to their transportation centre means that shuttle operations to 

Sunshine are now powered by sunshine.

At Lake Louise Ski Resort, sustainable land management is a 

key environmental priority. In collaboration with Parks Canada, 

in 2020 approximately 669 hectares of ecologically sensitive 

land, and grizzly bear habitat, were returned to the park.

This allowed the ski resort to readjust its boundaries to 

include the now world-class free-ride area “West Bowl”.

At Mt. Norquay, the ski resort now operates on totally 

sustainable power, making it the first ski resort in Canada to 

make the switch to 100% green energy with Bullfrog Power. 

Mt. Norquay’s new green-powered status means it’s now 

running 100% on renewable power, generated from a blend of 

wind and low-impact hydropower from Canadian renewable 

energy facilities. 

Did you know: To create West Bowl, Lake Louise Ski Resort 

returned the amount of land equivalent to the areas of the Mt. 

Norquay and Marmot Basin ski areas combined, or more than 

800 Canadian football fields, to Parks Canada.
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 4. Creating safe spaces.  1. EXPLORE MORE OF BANFF NATION-

AL PARK
A recent study by Statistics Canada shows that by 2036 

immigrants and children of immigrants will represent 45-81% 

of the population of Canada’s four major cities (Vancouver, 

Calgary, Toronto, and Montreal). In other words, ‘minority’ is 

quickly becoming the majority in Canada. Responding to this 

trend, ski resorts are increasing their beginner-friendly areas, 

or “progression zones”, to invite more Canadians to try skiing 

and snowboarding in a safe space. In 2021, Lake Louise Ski 

Resort opened Juniper Express Chair paired with five 

dedicated blue runs to help tier the transition from the magic 

carpet to the top of the mountain. Meanwhile, Banff Sunshine 

continues to build up to six terrain parks per season, to 

support a range of ability levels, creating unintimidating 

spaces for aspiring freestyle snowboarders to practice their 

jibs and jumps.  At Mt. Norquay aka “Banff’s backyard”, the 

resort continues to offer convenience for new skiers and 

snowboarders, located just 10-minutes from downtown Banff.

Immigration and Diversity: Population Projections for Canada and its 

Regions, 2011 to 2036 – Stats Canada (Jan 2017) 
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 5. lUXURY IS fReSH liNeS.  1. EXPLORE MORE OF BANFF NATION-

AL PARK
While the pandemic put pressure on many financially, 

high-income earners came out on top. For those in this group, 

who could work from home and who did not lose their jobs, 

spending is up 11% above pre-pandemic levels and the

savings rate among this demographic is now 20% higher than 

before the pandemic.  

For international and high-income earners, Banff and Lake 

Louise offers dining, accommodation, and apres options for 

travellers looking to invest in a once-in-a-lifetime trip. The 

ideal luxury itinerary can include dining at The Bison, named 

one of Open Table’s Top 100 Restaurants in Canada for 2021, 

staying in a Signature Lakeview Suite at the Fairmont Chateau 

Lake Louise, and booking a private SkiBig3 Guided Adventure 

to tour around untouched powder stashes at all three 

mountains, all week long.  

Economic Tracker, Opportunity Insights, 2021
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 6. Hassle-free beyond

the beach.

7. the post-covid Christmas.

All-inclusives are no longer exclusive to the beach. SkiBig3 

packages include transfers, accommodation, rentals, shuttles 

and lift tickets all wrapped into one reservation. With one 

SkiBig3 Lift Ticket, guests have access to all three mountains 

and free ski shuttles. Plus, rental delivery and pick-up are 

complimentary which means no lugging ski gear down Banff 

Avenue after dinner. Despite being in the opposite direction 

from the sand, bikinis and board shorts should still be packed, 

as some could argue that hot tubs are better than surf... 

People travel for many reasons, but one is to gather; to visit 

old friends and reconnect with close family. Sometimes that 

means coming home, but sometimes that means meeting 

somewhere in between. From phenomenal skiing that serves 

all ability levels to soft adventures that include ice walks, 

sleigh rides and snowshoeing – Banff and Lake Louise is an 

inclusive and accessible destination for all generations. A 

cozy, private cabin in the heart of Canada’s winter playground 

could just be the ideal setting for a post-Covid Christmas.
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8. Banff’s foodie renaissance.

Walk down Banff Ave. or Bear Street these days and you’ll be 

sure to find a lot more than french fries and fondue. In fact, 

Banff and Lake Louise has gone through what some call a 

“foodie renaissance” with more than five 

beautifully-designed restaurants opening in the past year, 

most of which by the acute culinary genius of the Banff 

Hospitality Collective (BHC). Most notably one of their crown 

jewels, Hello Sunshine, serves up Japanese-inspired apres 

décor paired with retro vibes and maki rolls while Lupo, their 

newest dining destination open in March 2022, mimics the 

vibrancy and bustle of a traditional Italian marketplace while 

preparing pasta made exclusively in-house. Think a ski 

vacation is only cafeteria food? Think again.   
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